There is a limit of ten DVDs or DVD sets (item type DVD), including three New DVDs per patron.

There is a limit of ten J-DVDS or J-DVD sets (item type DVD-J), including three New J-DVDS per patron.

There is a limit of three TV-DVDS (item type DVD-MULTI) per patron.

New DVDs can be borrowed for three days with no renewals and are only reservable by North Brunswick Public Library card holders.

TV-DVDS can be borrowed for two weeks and cannot be renewed.

All other DVDs can be borrowed for one week and may be renewed for one additional week.

Patrons under the age of 17 cannot borrow MPAA rated R movies, unrated movies, or TV-DVD sets. They can borrow non-fiction DVDs.

Patrons under the age of 13 cannot borrow DVDs.

Proof of age may be required to borrow DVDs.

Our DVD collection is open to borrowing by anyone in the LMxAC consortium, including most reserves and interlibrary loan. We will also lend and reserve DVDs through the JerseyCat system and to any patrons with whom we have reciprocal borrowing agreements.

Overdue fines are 50 cents a day per DVD or DVD set for each day the library is open. If you don’t pick up or cancel a reserved DVD there will be a 50 cent charge.

Please do not return DVDs to our side book drop.
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